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STATEMENT ON AssiSTED SuiCIDE 

77zis paper was approved by the CJLS on March 72, 7997, by a vote of seventeen in(avor, one opposscd, and two abstain
ing (17-1-2). ~i>ting infiwor: Rabbis Knm:l Abelsm~ Ben Lion Ber15mwz, L'lliot iY. Dorff; Samuel Fmint, B1truch Frydman
Kohl, !Vechama TJ. Goldberg, Arnold M. Goodman, Judah Kogen, ~errzorz H. Kurtz, Alan R. T,ucas, Aaron T,. l'vfacklet; Uonel 
L'. illoses, ~'ll(~p,r Rabinowitz, .Joel L'. Remhwun, Avrarn israel Reisner~ Joel Roth, and Llh~ Kaplan Spitz. Votint( against: 
Habbi, Cordon Jitcher. Abstai.nin~;: H.abbis Slwslwna Ce(farul and l'aull 1lotkin. 

lhe Committee on ./eLd>;/-z Law and Stwzdanls <!{the Rabbinical Assemh(y provide.<.; fj1Lidance in matters <!{ halakhahj(w the 

Conservative movement. 17ze individual mbbi, hou•ever, is the authorityJor the interpretation and application of all mailers 
of lwlakhah. 

Since God infuses each human life with inherent meaning by creating each of us in the 
divine image, thereby guaranteeing ultimate value regardless of a person's abilities or 
quality of life; and 

Since Judaism views life as sacred and understands human beings to have life on ti·ust from 
God; and 

Since Cod's creation and ownership of our bodies puts the decision of when life is to end 
in God's hands; and 

Since we nonetheless have both the right and the duty to seek to cure, to relieve pain, and 
to provide comfort care, including social, emotional, and psychological support to all 
who are ill; and 

Since current efforts to rein in costs for medical care threaten to transform any permission 
to aid a suicide into a perceived duty to commit suicide, shifting the burden of proof 
to the one who wants to remain alive; 

TI1e Conservative movement's Committee on Jewish Law and Standards has adopted a rab
binic ruling (i1:::l1'tVl'1) by Rabbi Elliot N. Dorff affirming that: 

L Suicide is a violation of Jewish law and of the sacred trust of our 
lives given us by God. 

2. Assisting a suicide is also a violation of Jewish law and God's sacred 
trust of life. No human being may take his or her own life, ask oth
ers to help them do so, or assist in such an effort. 

.3· Patients and their care givers nevertheless have the tradition's per
mission to withhold or withdraw impediments to the natural 
process of dying, as described in two responsa by Rabbis Elliot N. 
Dorff and Avram Israel Reisner, previously adopted by the 
Committee and published in the Spring 1991 edition of the jour-
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nal, Conservative Judaism, and as applied m the Committee's 
JI!Iedica.l Directive for Health Core, written by Rabbi Aaron L. 
:\ladder on the basis of those responsa. 

4· Physicians must assure that patients are given sufficient pain med
ication as part of their duty to provide medical care, as mandated 
in Jewish law. 

5· In the context of nuclear families, divorce and far-flung families, 
the mitzvah of o•7m 11P'::J (visiting the sick) becomes all the more 
imperative in our day that it was in times past to counteract the 
loneliness that terminally ill patients often face. Individual Jews 
and synagogues should see this as an important priority of their 
Jewish commitment. 

6. Requests for assistance in suicide are often an expression of the 
patient's extreme suffering, despair, psychiatric depression and 
loneliness. The Jewish tradition bids us to express our compassion 
in ways that effectively respond to the patient's suffering while 
adhering to our mandate to respect the divine trust of life. Among 
such options is ftnal care at home with the help of palliative min
istrations, including hospice care, to provide the social and emo
tional support severely sick people need. TI1e approach of death 
can provide an oppmtunity for the patient, family and friends to 
have meaningful closure and final reconciliation. 

EmTORs' Ncrn::: A ''Re,<.;o[ution 011 Assisted Suicide" n;fiectiHg the lmzgua{!/~ (!f the above stateme11t HHL<.; adopted by the 
!Vinety-Pighth Rabbinical Assembly Convention in Jerusalem in 1998. See Proceedings of" the Rabbinical Assembly 60 
(1998): 290-291 (Lnglish), 298-299 (Hebrew). 
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